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A boundary coupled system of parabolic partial differential equations for the 
drawdown of head in a leaky aquifer-aquitard system is considered. These equa- 
tions, with boundary conditions, make use of the usual Darcy’s law for saturated 
flow. One of the main points is that the problem, if rigorously adhered to, involves 
an inhomogeneous ordinary differential equation (ODE), which, when solved, must 
then be inverted from the Laplace transform domain to the real variable time. The 
exact form of this ODE is then obtained, and the inversion of the Green’s function 
resulting in the analytical expression is shown. Although there are numerical proce- 
dures for this inversion, effort has been made to maintain closed form analytical 
expressions. The main result is the demonstration that the usual Bromwich integral 
is equivalent to a specific real integral in a real variable, which is further expressed 
as a quickly converging series. :(‘ 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF HYDRAULIC HEAD IN AN IDEAL AQUIFER 
In describing groundwater drawdown distribution and resultant flow in 
an ideal, confined, axially symmetric aquifer, which is pumped starting at 
time t = 0, the following initial-boundary value problem arises: If s(r, z, t) 
denotes the drawdown in head due to the onset of pumping, the classical 
artesian well problem is that of finding s on the domain ((r, z, t): 0 d r, 
O<z< b, O< t} where, on the interior of this domain, 
(1.1) 
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with initial and boundary conditions satisfying 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
lim S(T, z, t) = 0, (1.5) ,‘51 
d<z<l 
otherwise. (1.6) 
The constant K is the ratio of constant hydraulic conductivities k,/k,, 
and v is the ratio k,/S,, with S, denoting the specific storage of the aquifer. 
The function 4 is non-negative and is a constant multiple of the volumetric 
flux of groundwater through the leaky boundary r 2 0, z = b. It is assumed 
here that the total boundary flux is finite, 
i om qd(r, t)r dr < + co, (1.7) 
for any t > 0. This assumption is physically nonrestricting. 
This boundary value problem is easily coupled via common interfaces to 
produce a stacked system of equations and boundary conditions such as 
noted in [Z, 33. 
Much of the work described in [l] centers on the existence of a Green’s 
function in the doubly transformed space (finite cosine in z composed with 
Laplace transform in t). That work used an approximation (for small t) to 
the required Laplace transform, so the resultant solution only described the 
small time transient drawdown. 
The present work offers two representations for the inverse in question 
for all t > 0, one of them being a rapidly convergent expansion. With this, 
a complete analytical solution of (1.1 k( 1.6) becomes available. The cost of 
this completeness i that the time dependence is manifested through con- 
volution terms; this, of course, is frequently the case with evolutions of this 
type [4]. It is anticipated that the analytical expressions for drawdown 
should find applications such as benchmarking numerical codes, rigorously 
describing limiting cases, or inverting to determine parameters. Further, 
since the Green’s functions applies to a large class of problems of this type, 
its inverse is carefully constructed. 
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2. THE GREEN'S FUNCTION IN LAPLACE TRANSFORM SPACE 
Following Hantush [3, 51, the Laplace transform with respect to 1, 
followed by the finite cosine transform with respect o z, is applied to (I .l ) 
through (1.6). The result is the inhomogeneous, Bessel’s equation in z, 
L[i(r, n, p)] =;; rp ( ‘1 -ots=(-l)“K&r, p)=&(r, p), (2.1) 
where L[f] denotes a linear operator off: 
The boundary conditions are of the form 
lim rd”= -4 
r-0 dr P (( (2.2) 
and 
lim F(T, n, p) = 0. (2.3) r-m 
The notation used is 9: s(r, z, t) -+ s^(r, z, p), C: i(r, z, p) -+ S(r, n, p); p is 
a complex variable and n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The coefficient in (2.1) is 
n = 0, 1) 2, . . . . 
Details on these transformations are found in [6]. 
The Green’s function for (2.1 t(2.3) is constructed by assembling the two 
linearly independent solutions of L[S] = 0 together with TE via the usual 
variation of constants formula to obtain 
+ zo(wnr) s i &(w,P) &(P, P)P 4. (2.5) 
The general solution of (2.1) may be written 
z(r, n, PI = A,,KAw7) + &J,(q$) + S(r, n, PI. 
The condition t(r, n, p) -+ 0 as r + 00 holds if and only if 
(2.6) 
+ IAo,r) i ’ &(w,P) 6h, P)P dp = 0. 0 > 
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This can be rewritten as 
a necessary and sufficient constraint on B,,,. 
Now, if all functions involved here were positive and monotonic, then 
the properties K,(o,r) JO and ZJo,r) r 00 would imply that 
+ Jrn I,( w’) K,(~,P) &(P, PIP dp I 
+ KAw,r) Io(onr) Jm ~L(P~ P)P dp r 
d 2K,(w,r) L(w-) Jam &,(P, P)P dp. (2.9) 
Since it is assumed that j: J,(p, p)p dp -C + CC and since 
K,(%r) lo(wnr) - k9 
n 
(2.10) 
as r + cc [ 11, the limit in (2.8) must be written as 
lim 
( J 
B, P + O” K,(o,P) $,(P, p)x dp 
) 
I,(o,r) = 0. (2.11) r-+m 0 
Finally, since Z,(w,r) + cc as r + co, the only possibility for (2.11) is the 
choice 
I 
m B,,p= - Ko(w, PI &,(P, PI P dp. (2.12) 
0 
(This proof is best used when n =O; Equation (2.12) is also verifiable 
directly for n > 0.) 
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The conclusion to be drawn here is that the general solution of (2.1) 
which also satisfies the condition 
lim F(Y, n, p) = 0, 
” - x 
is 
- fG(w,r) 1: 44 wzp) &(P, P)P dp 
+Zo(w,r) s ,: &(wz~) &AP, P)P dp. 
This expression can be rewritten as 
:(r, n> PI = A,,, K,(o,r)-K,(o,r)~~Z,(w,,~)m,,(p,~)~dp 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
The last step now is to define 
G(o,,r, W,P) = 
p&(w7) Zo(o, PI, r 2 P 2 0 
pZ,(w,r) &(o,p), p>r80 
(2.15) 
and write the solution as 
Yr, n, PI = A,,, &(w,r) -jam G( u,r, W,P) &JP, P) dp. (2.16) 
In order to invert 9(r, n, p) + s(r, z, t), it is necessary to find an analytical 
expression for Y-l{ G}. It will be seen next that this inverse has a 
convenient real integral representation, and a relatively simple, rapidly 
convergent expansion may be derived directly from that representation. 
The expansion involves a classical fucntion in groundwater theory, the 
“leaky well function” [3], and its higher order derivatives in time. (This 
nonsymmetric Green’s function is basically the same as that described in 
general in [7] for a certain class of singular two-point boundary value 
problems.) 
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3. THE INVERSE OF THE GREEN’S FUNCTION 
Using the results in (2.14) and (2.15), the solution of (1.1 )-( 1.6) is given 
by the cosine series 
s(r, z, t)=$ft 2-l{A,,>* Y-‘{K,(o,r)} cos 7 
n-0 
yel{G(W,r, w,P)}* 
x 9-‘{&(p, p)} dp cos y. (3.1) 
(Here the reader is reminded that, for the interval [o, b], the inverse cosine 
transform of a function Fn is given by 
where C’ means the first term is to be halved.) 
Since the boundary condition (1.6) implies 
A ’ IT,*=- 
P 
(3.2) 
it follows that the convolutions in the first sum on the right-hand side of 
(3.1) reduce to a fundamental function, namely, 
~-l{A,,p)* ~-‘{JL(w,r)} =q [(sin(f)-sin(q)/?] 
(3.3) 
where the Well function [3] is both tabulated and easily computed. 
The remaining entity in (3.1) is P’ ~ ’ {G}, which is considered next. 
A. A Real Integral Representation for YP-‘{G(~,r, o,p)) 
Let p denote a complex variable, with x = Re(p), 0 = Arg(p), 101 < rr. The 
Bromwich integral for E,(r, p, t) = 9-‘{ G(o,r, w,p)} is 
-K(r, P, t) = & [“T,‘: eWW,r, 0,~) 4, 7c (3.4) 
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w;=P-+K - ) ( > h n = 0, 1 , 2, . . . . V (3.5) 
and GI is greater than all singularities for G. Actually, it is only necessary to 
compute 9iP1{G(o,r, w,p)}, because the usual shifting theorem implies 
that 
9p1(G(o,r, 0,~)) =dp-‘{G(o,r, o,p)) exp [ -KV (y)2 I]. (3.6) 
The integral representation desired is a consequence of a result in 
Henrici [S]: Let D = {p E C: larg pi < rc} and assume Z? D -+ C is analytic. 
Further assume: 
(i) limp + o pF(p) = 0 
(ii) lim, j o. F(p) = 0 
(iii) on the upper edge of the cut (Jarg pJ < rr), it is possible to define 
F so that it is continuous for Im p > 0; similarly, F may be extended so that 
it is continuous for Im p < 0. Denote the values of F on the upper and 
lower edges of the cut by F(eizx) and F(e-‘“x), respectively, for x > 0. 
Then, iff’(t) exists, it follows that 
Lfal{F(p)} =f(l)=&/: ep’“[F(e-‘“x)-F(e’=x)] dx (3.7) 
If, in addition, Im[F(x)] = 0 for x > 0, then f(t) is real valued. 
The Green’s function G satisfies conditions (i) and (ii), and it will be seen 
that (iii) also holds and that (3.7) produces a real integral representation 
for E,(r, p, t)=LT-‘{G( o,r, 0,~)). To proceed, let 
F(P) = &(a i/i, Io(b ,,‘h (3.8) 
First, consider the integral representations for K, and Z, [9]; consider a, 
b > 0 in any order. Then 
&(a &) = -i f: exp(a & cos 0)[y + log(2a &sin* 19)] de, (3.9) 
and 
Z,(b ,&) = i 11 exp(b & cos 8) de. (3.10) 
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For x,0, 
(xe-ri)l’2= -j& (3.11) 
and 
(xP)“~ = i &, (3.12) 
from which it follows that the function 
F(P) = &(a &, Zo(b &4 (3.13) 
may be extended to the upper and lower edges of the cut domain D so that 
it is continuous for Im(p) 3 0 and Im(p) < 0, respectively, by the continuity 
and extendibility of K, and Z,. In fact, on the lower and upper edges, with 
x > 0, 
and 
F(e-‘“x)=K,(-a~i)I,(-b~i) (3.14) 
F(e’“x) = K,(a & i) Z,(b fi i). (3.15) 
Using the above integral representations, along with (3.10) and (3.1 l), it 
is noted that 
(3.16) 
and 
K,(-a&i)-K,,(a&i) 
= --a[: [exp(-a&icos8)-exp(a&icose)]yde 
-- i Ji [exp( -a & i cos 0) log(2 & a( - i) sin2 0) 
- exp(a & i cos 0) log(2 & ai sin2 19)] de, (3.17) 
Expressing 
exp(fuJh0se)=c0s(u&c0sq+iSin(u&costq, (3.18) 
and, using the fact that 
s 
x sin( C cos 0) log(2C sin* 0) de = 0 
0 
(3.19) 
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s n sin(Ccos 0) dH=O 0 (3.20) 
for any CE R, the above simplifies to 
K,(-a~i)-K,,(u~i)=i~~cos(a~~osB)d8 
= niJ,( a Ji); (3.21) 
this is due to the integral representation for the Bessel function J,(U) [9], 
cos(u cos 0) de. (3.22) 
Also noting the relations 
I,( + ui) = .I,( u 
for any real U, it follows that 
F(e-‘“x) -F(Px) = K”( -a, J3b-bJa 
(3.23) 
- &(a &I z,(b fi 4 
= rci.Z,(a &) J,(b &). (3.24) 
This holds for all a, b > 0. 
According to the representation theorem above, this implies that 
L?‘(G) may be written as 
Next, recalling that 
(3.26) 
and using the usual shifting theorem, it follows that 
ypl{G(o,r, 0,~)) = E,(r, p, t) = exp [--Icy (y)2 I] E,(r, p, t). (3.27) 
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This combination, (3.22)(3.24), represents the Green’s function for the 
initial-boundary value problem (1.1 )-( 1.6) in real time. The final form is 
obtained by inverting the Fourier cosine transform. For completeness, the 
final description of the Green’s function for ( 1.1 )-( 1.6) in (r, p, z, t) is given 
as 
cos~exp[-.,(~~,]...,(,,,,,,, (3.28) 
where E,(r, p, t) is described by the real analytical expression, 
(3.29) 
this representation holding without regard to any distinction between the 
ordering r >/ p and p > Y. Equation (3.29) is the inverse Laplace transform 
for all r, p B 0. 
B. A Series Expansion for E&r, p, t) 
For computational purposes, it is desirable to find a rapidly converging 
series representation for E,(r, p, t). Since the calculation above has 
established E,(r, p, t) as a specific real quantity, one could approach the 
development of an expansion by considering the fact that 
(3.30) 
and inverting term-by-term. This would be the same as using (3.26) and 
formally proceeding as follows: 
E,(r, p, t) = s 6 e-‘“J,(a &)p dx 
e~‘“J,(a&) f (-l)” b2X k 
[,A,$&) ] dx 
= $ ,to $-$ (T)* J(: eerXJ,(a &)x” dx. (3.31) 
Now, the last integral is a Laplace transform with t used as the transform 
variable. Hence, since [9] 
Y{J,(a,/I;)} =fexp (-$) 
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Y(\*J..(~~)}=(-l)*~[fexp(-~)], 3.33) 
it follows that for the Green’s function of interest, 
e?(r, P, o=f 1 -- cc (%* [’ 
k-O (k!)’ dtk t exp 
(-;)I. (3.34) 
4. REMARKS 
(i) Since the above inversion is without any special restrictions (such as 
t small or t large) other than the assumption that j; d(r. t)r dr < + co, the 
complete solution of (l.l)-( 1.6) may be written 
s(r, 2, t) = q f’ 
II=0 
.cos 7 u,(t) - j”om ti(r, P, z, t) * qL(p, t) dp, (4.1) 
where U,(t) is the Heaviside function, W is the (leaky) well function, and 
* denotes Laplace convolution. The volumetric flux through the boundary 
r 2 0, z = b, is, following Darcy’s law, 
v(r, t) = kZ g (r, 6, t), (4.2) 
where k, is the vertical conductivity. Hence, by assuming 
j; $(r, t)r dr < + co, one also assumes 
s om$(r,b,t)rdr=~/omv(r,t)rdr<+a; 
that is, the total flux through the entire interface is finite at any time t. 
(ii) The transformed kernel G was constructed using only the boundary 
condition at r = + co. Consequently, the general solution of L[.?] = i, with 
the constraint lim, _ co .?(r, n, p) = 0 may be written 
$r, 4 PI = A,,, fC(~,r) - joE G(u,r, w,P)& &, (4.4) 
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as above. Any other boundary condition which provides for a unique deter- 
mination of A,,, is valid. With such a determination, the final solution is 
given by 
s(r, z, t) =q f’ LZ-‘(A,,,) * 
n-0 
[fexp( --.r;v~--$.cos~] 
- s om Il/(r, P, z, t) * MP, t) dp. (4.5) 
The complexity of computing the first convolution on the right-hand side 
of (4.5) depends on the form of the second boundary condition. The’ 
convolution II/ * 4, relates to the volumetric flux (leak) passing through the 
interface r > 0, z = b, t 3 0; this term provides a coupling if drawdown and 
flow characteristics are also to be computed in an upper layer as in [ 1, 21. 
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